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Rsupport’s new product made easier

Remote support leader; Rsupport is meeting remote support market's 
new needs with a variety of new product line, released in 2009.

http://www.rsupport.com

For detailed information, visit www.rsupport.com

RemoteHelp - is designed for high call volume helpdesks dealing 
with a large flow of inbound support requests. RemoteHelp employs 
an automated queuing system with efficiently distributes incoming 
support requests to available support representatives.
RemoteCall 5.0 - It is a remote communication tool that enables 
support representative to view customers desktop simply via web 
browser.
RemoteSales - is a 1-to-1 remote presentation tool enabling you to 
easily conduct online business with targeted customers. RemoteSales
is used for online sales presentations and demos.

http://www.rsupport.com/
http://www.rsupport.com/
http://www.rsupport.com/
http://www.rsupport.com/
http://www.rsupport.com/
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Before comparing VRVD to Ultra VNC

Rsupport's VRVD(Virtual Remote Video Driver) support 3 kinds of algorithms, for effective remote

control.

For more about VRVD, refer to “VRVD 5.0 (Virtual Remote Video Driver 5.0) white papers”.

Rsupport's VRVD(Virtual Remote Video Driver) support 3 kinds of algorithms, for effective remote

control.

Normal full-screen polling method utilizes too many CPU cycles and creating unnecessarily large

packet sizes, thus slowing the performance of the pc. To solve this, Rsupport's FPT algorithm

scans the entire screen checking for spots on the screen that have been changed, and sends them

as updates, thus fewer CPU cycles and small sized packages are transmitted. As a result a high

performance.

Below are factors to consider when comparing Rsupport's FPT(Full Polling Type) Algorithm and

other remote control algorithms.

1. Remote control speed depends on personal perception of the solution, yet it is hard to

quantify human perceptions.

2. We can measure the exact packet size used by certain remote support solution; yet We can

increase the performance speed by forcing a higher scan rate on full-screen polling resulting

to poor screen quality or skipping screen updates yet still attaining a high speed performance.

This way sacrificing the screen quality, to attain speed by reducing the packet size. This posses

difficulties in comparing the speed.

3. Test environment problem: To get an accurate speed, the solutions should be tested in the

same environment, because the program usage and elevated process's running privileges will

arbitrarily improve the performance speed..

some programs might offer a fast response time but require large amounts of CPU usage or

executing the program with elevated privileges. In this case, users may have the impression that

the program is faster than another even if the algorithm used is not as efficient. Aside from these

facts, it is still difficult to make an accurate comparison of two products due to many

uncontrollable variables.

Therefore, the test results below were executed to produce standard data such as:

1. CPU Usage

2. Packet Size

3. Screen Refresh Speed.

It is possible to roughly compare the products due to the generic data collected in the tests
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Test Configuration

In order to get an accurate comparison between VRVD and VNC, we had to make bellow configur
gation as basic settings. 

RSUPPORT UltraVNC

Product

Version RemoteCall 5.0 (VRVD 5.0) Ultra VNC v 1.0.5

Encoding Full Polling Type Hextile, Full Polling

Encoding Options

RSUP.Poll Advanced Full
Screen Polling
Polling the entire screen

UVNC.Poll Foreground 
Window
Divided the screen into 
sections and encoded each

UVNC.Poll Full Screen(UltraFast)
Full screen.

Compression RSUPPORT Advanced JPEG ZIP and JPEG

Process rcengmgru.exe winvnc.exe

Network Connection Type P2P (Peer to Peer)

Host PC

Hardware
Mobile Intel® Pentium4 - M 2.4GHz

1GB RAM

OS Windows 2003 Server

Resolution True Color

Test
Tool

Packet Size Net Limit 2 Pro

CPU Usage Process Explorer (Sysinternals)

Media Capture Camtasia

Test Site Portal Web Site www.naver.com  (Portal Site in Korea)
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Product Feature Comparison

RemoteCall Ultra VNC

v 5.0 v 1.0.5

Use VRVD 5.0 engine, developed by 
Rsupport

Open source engine that follows the principle of 
GNU GPL..

3

Net Limit2 Pro

Tool we used to measure the network packet usage of each solution.

Process Explorer

System Software provided by Microsoft which can analyze details such as CPU usage by process.

www.naver.com

Commonly used web portal containing images, flash animations and dynamic content.

Camtasia

Used to record the representative’s desktop during the session. It records Ultra VNC and 
RemoteCall at the same time. 
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Ultra VNC Configuration

Configure the host pc’s general settings, as below, before proceeding to compare the data:

Figure 1     Connection Options settings

Figure 2     Server Property Page settings

Technical Regulations for Comparison’s Summary

RSUPPORT UltraVNC

Encoding 
Options

Rsup.poll Advanced FullScreen Polling: 
Full screen area polling.

UVNC.Poll Foregroung Window: Measures 
the variation with sectored screen area.
UVNC.Poll Full Screen (UltraFast) : Option 
for full screen variation

Comparison of Screen polling technology under the same regulation
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Comparison I – when Screen Change are minimal

Below are the process executed on the host PC.

RSUPPORT – RemoteCall 5.0 Process : Rcengmgru.exe
Ultra VNC Process                         : Winvnc.exe

Figure 3     Screen control - Rcengmgru.exe and Winvnc.exe’s CPU Usage

The above figure shows the screen captures of both Rsupport  engine(VRVD) and UltraVNC’s
Winvnc running on the hosting pc.
Both RemoteCall Viewer and Ultra VNC viewer are running on the same host PC at the same time. 
On the Host PC, you can barely notice the difference of the remote pc’s screen on the host PC..

In order to measure the CPU usage of both processes, we started Process Explorer. Under similar 
regulations/conditions, we measured the CPU usage on the same pc with both RemoteCall and 
UltraVNC running, each process's priority was normalized..

Figure 4     Comparison I - Rcengmgru.exe CPU Usage : 1.92 % 

Figure 5     Comparison I - Winvnc.exe CPU Usage : 63.46 % 

From figure 4 and 5, CPU usage of RemoteCall is 1.9%, while that of VNC is 63.4%. Although it is 
the same screen, same hardware and software environment settings we can confirm a difference 
of 61.4%. This is the difference between RemoteCall and VNC screen polling method.
This shows that RemoteCall 5.0's VRVD usage of the CPU is very less, thus faster.

1. CPU Usage Comparison
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Comparison II – Large Foreground window with less screen changes

Start Internet explore on the host pc as foreground window, large in size. Then compare the CPU 
usage when there is no notable changes on the screen. 

Figure 6     Screen control – Internet Explorer run as foreground window.

Figure 7     Comparison II - Rcengmgru.exe(5.77%) and Winvnc.exe(86.54%)’s CPU Usage
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It is clear from figure 7 that RemoteCall usage of CPU is 5.7% while Ultra VNC is 86.5%. 80.6% 
difference yet the screen changes, hardware and software environment are the same in both cases. 
This is because Ultra VNC does polling based on the Foreground window. This is Because 
UltraVNC scans and sends the whole screen, thus high usage of the CPU.
RemoteCall 5.0 VRVD polling is independent of OS. Hence scanning the screen for changes does 
not us up much of the CPU, only 5.77% although the testing conditions are the same.

Comparison III – Huge changes on the screen

Open www.naver.com on the host screen, and compare the state of the screen for both.

Figure 8     Screen control–Open www.naver.com Internet Explorer

Figur 9     Comparison III - Rcengmgru.exe CPU Usage : 10.9 % 

Figure 10     Comparison III - Winvnc.exe CPU Usage : 60 % 

The more the screen changes are, the bigger the difference in CPU usage. In Figure 8 for example, 
websites like www.naver.com, with flash and many moving images, shows a clear difference 
between the two products. Figure 9 shows that even with this, Rsupport uses 10.9% of the CPU, 
for both encoding and compression of the screen changes. 

http://www.naver.com/
http://www.naver.com/
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Comparison IV – When Foreground window’s size reduced

Figure 11 Screen control– Ultra VNC results when foreground window size is reduced.

8

The result of figure 11 shows that the size of the foreground window  has an effect on CPU usage 
when using Ultra VNC.

Figure 12     Comparison II - Rcengmgru.exe(5.77%) and Winvnc.exe(86.54%)’s CPU Usage

Start Internet Explorer on the host pc and reduce the size of the foreground window, then make 
the CPU usage comparison when there are no more notable changes on the screen.
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Contrary, even though Rsupport VRVD scans the whole screen, there is arbitrary change in CPU 
usage. Also, performance speed does not change, which is one of the VRVD's strength over Ultra 
VNC remote control algorithm.

From figure 12, it is clear that VRVD's CPU usage does not depend on the size of the Foreground 
window, since Ultra VNC uses 47.17% while Rsupport VRVD uses slightly below 10% of the CPU.

Figure 13     CPU usage history of Figure 12

From the graph above, we see that Rsupport VRVD engine maintains an average of about 10% 
CPU usage, with minimal changes in ripples.  Contrary, Ultra VNC's CPU usage ranges from 60 to 
70%. From this we can deduce that, when there are big changes on the screen, it uses almost 
100% of the CPU. This confirms that Rsupport VRVD's engine algorithm is by far the best, because 
of the low CPU usage with a high speed.
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Comparison V – When viewing many image Contents

Figure 14     Screen control – Viewer screen with many image contents.

Compare the screen control performance viewing a website with image contents. VRVD send very 
few packet data compared to Ultra VNC. Especially when there is screen scroll, There is large data 
difference between the two products. This is possible because VRVD detects the data changes and 
only takes the small packet of image date newly scrolled up/down, even though it uses VRVD full 
polling method.

Figure 14 shows that there is a big difference in the Host PC's CPU usage. Rsupport's VRVD CPU 
usage is 11.3% while Ultra VNC is 50.94%. 
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Comparison – When Scrolling image data on the Internet Explorer

Figure 15 Number of both solutions’ data packets on the host pc.

Comparing the number of data packets transmitted to both viewer by on the Host PC.

Products being compared:
RSUPPORT : Supporteru.exe
Ultra VNC  : vncviewer.exe
Comparing the number of data packets under the same set of conditions on the same host PC. 
Firewall and Proxy friendly environment. (P2P connection).
Total number of data packets is 1429.72. Rsupport's data packets are 290.95, while Ultra VNC's are 
1137.83. It is clear that Rsupport's VRVD transmits the least number of data packages. This means 
that it is even faster using Rsupport for remote support..
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3. Same screen’s refresh speed

Figure 16     Screen refreshment comparison

Compare the windows refreshment speed of the remote pc from the viewer. The difference is clear 
as demonstrated on figure 16.

Figure 17     Magnified screen capture

You can see the difference in refreshing speed of the same screen. Video does not break while 
playing it on Rsupport's VRVD, while on Ultra VNC, the video breaks.
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VRVD vs VNC

Conclusion

CPU Usage /Packet Size VRVD 5.0 Ultra VNC

when Screen Change are minimal less than 1% ~ 10% More than 50% 

Large foreground windows and less screen changes 5.77% 86.54%

Accessing  portal websites like www.naver.com 10.91% 60%

Resizing Foreground windows Less than 10% 47.17%

When viewing many Image contents 11.31% 50.94%

Packet size in scrolling image data in IE 290.95kb 1137.83kb

From the test result it is clear that VNC’s Full Polling method uses up much CPU. Especially when 
scrolling image data, it transmits so many packet data size.

Rsupport’s VRVD utilizes less CPU and detects image changes instantly without using OS Hooking 
at all. Therefore, it could be very effective in situations that cannot use the OS Hooking method 
such as KVM.

#Rsupport has recorded the whole test procedures because we want to show how we tried to get 
impartial results, the record file show detailed and realistic information for the test.

#RSUPPORT VRVD’s 
Features

Description

Low CPU usage
It is very effective for poor CPU powered pc because an algorithm 
which consumes less CPU power is used although it is full polling 
method

Enhanced JPEG compression
The way of compressing jpeg that Rsupport applies VRVD is anti-
aliasing that is easy to read and uses less data. It is almost 50 times 
smaller compared to the regular zip file in the case of image data.

Screen Scroll Support
There is a lot of scrolling in web browser. By supporting this, it is 
possible to transfer less packet data.

Even less CPU usage in no 
screen change

It doesn’t us up  much CPU when there is less changes on the screen

Much effective on poor 
network speed

VRVD is much effective in poor network speed. It performs much 
effectively in poor network condition with using low packet data.
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Contact Information

http://www.rsupport.com

USA : 
116 West 23rd Street, Suite 500,

New York, NY 10011,
USA

Phone : +1-888-348-6330
Fax : +1-888-348-6340

Tech : support.us@rsupport.com
Sales : sales.us@rsupport.com

Info : info.us@rsupport.com

Korea : 
서울시 송파구

방이2동 149-11
나노빌딩

전화 : +82-70-7011-0590
팩스 : +82-2-479-4429

기술문의 : support.kr@rsupport.com
구매문의 : sales.kr@rsupport.com
기타문의 : info.kr@rsupport.com

Japan : 
〒100-0013

東京都千代田区霞ヶ関3-3-2
新霞ヶ関ビル18階 KOTRA

TEL : +81-3-3539-5761
FAX : +81-3-3539-5762

お問い合わせ : support.jp@rsupport.com
Sales : sales.jp@rsupport.com

Info : info.jp@rsupport.com

China : 
北京海淀区长春桥路5号

新起点嘉园四号楼1903室
世中视远（北京）科技有限公司

电话 : +86-10-8256-1810
传真 : +86-10-8256-2978

支持咨询 : support.cn@rsupport.com
业务咨询 : sales.cn@rsupport.com
销售咨询 : info.cn@rsupport.com
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